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March 2020.  The COVID-19 virus spread is taking threatening proportions and internationalising (see blogpost 

nr1) 

Week 1 of March2020:  Governments all over Europe take measures, mostly of ‘we strongly advice’ nature. 

March 11th, the WHO declares COVID-19 a pandemic 

Week 2 of March2020: Governments all over the World take measures, mostly of ‘we impose’ nature.  

Individuals, families, communities and nations start a massive Change Journey.   

Friday 13th of March: the Belgian Authorities ‘adress’ and ‘adapt’ for a first time. (see blogpost nr2) 

Week 3 of March2020:  Thursday 18th of March: Belgian Authorities ‘adress’ and ‘adapt’ a second time. 

This is what these blogs are about : how to handle disruptive change that we haven’t initiated nor are driving 

ourselves.  (so it is not about handling change in casu of a desired acquisition or intended re-organisation). A 

CORONA : CHANGE IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES 
SERIES OF BLOGPOSTS ON CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

BLOGPOST 3 – MARCH 19th (Tzero+ 6 days) 
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zillion of things can be said about Change. To keep things simple will use two key metaphors that can simplify 

communication amongst people touched by Change.  The principles apply to all ‘non-intended’ or ‘non-self-

controlled’ change.  In my booklet ‘On Change’ I provide mostly corporate/organisational examples. Here I will 

try to also provide CORONA-related examples. 

Blogpost #3. This is a rather long blogpost. So bear with me.  First we will look into the ‘What do do?’-

clock aspects, then we will look into the ‘how to do it?’-clock aspects. Today we look into ‘phase 2’, the 

phase when people start adapting to what they have addressed or assessed the change challenge to 

be. 

 

 

Change. Change can be mild and progressive.  Change can be long overdue and predicted. Then, adapting can 

be easy and enriching. But change can also be sudden, be brutal. Then change can lead to injury. Short, rapid, 

temporary injury; or deep, protracted, lasting injury.  So, it matters to avoid any injury early on in the process. 

He/she who has no rapid reaction will not have a chance to neither resilience nor response. (ref#1) 

Be like an animal. First things first.  First, make your ‘first minute’ survival moves. 

 

 

Choose the appropriate ‘first minute’ moves to get ‘distance from danger’. 
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Not because you cannot handle the change or the danger. It has 

nothing to do with that. 

But because ‘distance from sudden change’ prevents injury. 

Prevents getting injured or remaining stuck . 

 

 Don’t immediate jump in when the kitchen fire blasts. 

Make a few steps back, grab something and then move in. 

 Don’t immediate yell at the tax officer. Take a breath, ask 

a question, ask for a few minutes reflection time, look to 

your companion/accountant. Whatever. But don’t do 

something that will result in you getting too injured to re-

engage in the change. 

 If you are a football/soccer player: try walking away from 

the player that ‘tackled’ you; or from the ‘unfair’ 

umpire/referee. If you can’t, at least allow your fellow 

teammates to drag you away from danger = getting hurt 

in the change (e.g. yellow or red card for protesting)  

 Don’t immediately rush out to buy a car when you have 

won the lottery. Don’t get drunk the evening you get your 

bonus. 

In this CORONA disruptive change the conclusions are obvious and have been executed well by many 

countries and many people. 

- Get distance between you and danger:  index patients (patients that have been traced and tested as 

infected), persons travelling from index regions, larger crowds, smaller rooms, … 

- Create distance between the potentially infected (including you if you are)  and the most vulnerable 

persons (elderly, etc) 

- Uphold a distance between yourself and critically needed professionals: doctors, nurses, police 

agents, food store staff, pharmacy staff, public transport staff, teachers, researchers working on a 

vaccine, etc … 

- Don’t be a hero, don’t be a fool. Your first reflex is to create distance from danger. For that will win 

you oversights, win you time and win you options to react, response or retaliate, and build resilience. 

 

 

 

 

figure 3:  to manage the anger/resistance phase  the thing to do is to adapt quickly to 

what is going on. Especially avoiding early harm is key in this phase. After the 

avoid/escape part, resilience and recovery will be next.  
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Adapt 

 your posture, your vocabulary;  

 adapt the premises (leave the scene if handling is too difficult in the first minutes); 

 adapt your calendar, your priorities;  

 adapt your dependencies;  

 adapt your preferred routines, your superb standards;  

 adapt your natural drifts to shame, blame or fame,  

 your timings, your circles of help, your management modus, ….   

 

Adapt can often also imply any of the following: 

 Change your perspective (see also the tools and tips in the second part of this blogpost) 

o Try to see/imagine/visualize the perspective of the other party/parties 

o Especially when the other party has more power (e.g. boss/HQ/press/…) 

o Or when the other party feels much weaker/vulnerable 

 Seek clarity to see if you have exactly understood what the other party (-ies) wanted you to understand: 

o E.g.: “Yes you have to pay more taxes but no not yet this year...” 

o E.g.: “Yes you have won a lottery but yes on this type of lottery you will have to pay taxes...” 

o E.g.: “Yes, as a trainer, I will not field you for the next match but also yes I want to save your 

strength for this other match ...” 

o Eg: “Yes will not be retained as a General Manager in this integration but yes your retained in the 

talent pool and we will give you another significant position.” 

 

Adapt:  another form of adapting is  

 to take time for resting and healing.  For instance if you consider injury has happened. We can learn a lot 

from athletes, artists and politicians here. 

 

In times of CORONA disruptions ‘adapt’ can be /has been any of the following examples 

- Disinfect when you have touched potentially contaminated items such as door handles in public areas 

(shops, restaurants, cafés, bars, post offices, train stations, etc).  

- Disinfect – i.e. wash your hands – every time you move from one building to another. Yes even if the 

local bakery is just below your apartment. 

- Use paper handkerchiefs for your complete family rather than the handkerchiefs you have dozens of. 

- Do not hand your smartphone to your grandfather to show him the lovely video clip of your girl 

dancing at school.  Show him but let him not touch. 

- Alert all your customers of what precautions your company is taking to protect your customers and 

their staff. All will by now have their own perspective on what is best to ‘adapt’.  Make sure you 

understand their perspective and that they understand yours.  

- Instead of your favourite way of communicating at your organisation –e.g. top management sets the 

direction and then each department head interprets that and translates that to her own troops – use 

another communication approach. One that leaves less room for interpretations.  One that creates 

equal access to all. So it creates equal ‘distance-to-danger’ for all.  

Something the Belgian Government did very well is to be ‘crisp & clear’ about instructions.  For it is so that 

the more the instructions are ‘crisp&clear’ the sooner people will start experimenting with solutions different 
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from their habits.  The less instructions are ‘crisp&clear’ the more people will merely implement variations to 

their previous routines.  

 

Often this phase is painful.  It is painful to have a funeral of a loved one without the traditional accompanying 

meals for friends and acquaintances. As it happened to me.  It is painful to keep the wedding but to have to 

cancel the party. It is tough in turbulent volatile times not to have your own ‘come to rest & refresh’ rituals 

whether that is to go to the fitness/wellness or to go to the library or to mass with the community. 

But get away from the bear so that you give yourself extra options to respond to the challenge.  

In the ‘ADAPT’ phase it is all about safeguarding integrity. Integrity of persons, integrity of assets, integrity of 

processes. 

 

“In the ADAPT phase it is all about safeguarding integrity.” 

Integrity of persons 

- As we described above for Corona.  In heavy organisational disruptions this often relates to securing 

the services of key personnel.  Offering bridging contract or ‘retainers’ so that key talents or key 

machine operators or key executives do not leave in the midst of the change.  Or, announcing that all 

staff will in any case be entitled to legal compensation with or without extras.  

- In military when a platoon unexpectedly in the midst of the jungle makes contact with an unidentified 

force, the first act is to hunker down to safeguard physical integrity. Without physical integrity the 

first move of “addressing” what the scope, nature and intensity of the danger is becomes impossible… 

(see also the Post Scriptum) 

Integrity of assets 

- Typically in ‘war’-like circumstances key assets like energy factories and supplies, hospitals and 

food/shelter reserves, bridges and (air-)ports are being secured early on.  At companies there are 

typically ‘back-up plans’.  But also money is an asset to be protected during Corona. In 20 years, 

between 1999 and 2019, the Global non-financial corporate debt has increased from 70% to 93%.  

When too many firms start defaulting their debt or too many creditors are calling in their debt, we 

face liquidity challenges.  When we face liquidity challenges people might start to refuse to do 

anything unless the other party pays upfront.  And when cash (even of the digital nature) would get 

into a crunch… Hoarding will start.  Upon which hoarding will trigger rationing.  

- In military when a unit unexpectedly encountered an unidentified force, the second act is “adapting” 

i.e. to retreat to a little hill or something else that is more easy to defend. This is trying to safeguard 

integrity of assets: ammunition, radio, food, etc. Without safeguarding integrity of assets any reaction 

or response risks to be rather foolish that heroic.   

- In an industrial site hit by a strike (in normal times) the company can move to ask a court to rule that 

access to the premises needs to be secured.  

Integrity of processes 

- On day one of a major restructuring or acquisition the first move is to adapt critical processes so that 

they are secured throughout the initial phases of the change.  

- People also do this privately when they move from a previous house to a next home e.g. in another 

town or another state/country. Address and adapt: get an insurance for your new house on day 1; 

open a new account or transfer your account to a local branch or to a local bank; secure how you will 

eat, sleep, wash , etc.  whilst the remainder of the works in the new house are done.  
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- In military when a unit has retreated to a more defendable i.e. adapted situation it stills needs to 

secure integrity of processes.  Do we have radio connection on this hill or do we move to another one 

to secure this? If the commanding officer is ‘out’ (can also happen with the head of an ICU unit 

catching Corona) than who leads the key processes. (NB: has this been discussed and is everybody 

agreeing with this choice?).  If this unit itself is severely reduced in its functionality by its standard 

processes then what ‘ADAPTed processes’ do we mutually and jointly agree to. Cfr the Belgian 

parliament gathering with the heads of factions only; e.g. tele-voting for new decrees; etc)  

- At an export company hit by a strike or fire/flooding (in normal times) the company can move to 

recruit temporarily outside professionals to secure the operation  of key machinery. 

 

Needless to say that this is not a linear 

path !! (see the Post Scriptum) 

 

As and when you, your team, unit, 

community are making progress in 

adapting to the new reality the 

emotions most commonly present* 

until now will find their place and make 

place for some new more positive 

emotions coming up. 

 

(* disbelief/denial – first about the 

danger then about the initial 

measures. Then, anger, fear; anxieties; 

panic; resistance (passive and/or 

active); frustration; 

scepticism,confusion; passiveness; 

complacency, aggression; cynicisms; 

revenge; faking; lip-service; nostalgism; 

negative scripts; limiting beliefs; 

depression,…)  

 

So let us look how we can facilitate this 

migration from one phase to the next. 

 

 

SIDE BOX : CYBER INTEGRITY 

Some people care little about privacy, others a lot. 

Some people care little about cyber security, others a 

lot.  

Data & telecom providers are offering a lot of free 

consumption of extra data. Leading to people being 

almost constant on line.  

- Don’t let this become a ‘hackers paradise’. For bot-

driven hacker strategies this is not a planetary 

crisis but planetary opportunity.  Phase 2: adapt 

and safeguard your digital integrity.  

 

- Due to the confinement to home, people are now 

giving away privacy data that they would otherwise 

never give away. For all the ‘majors’,  Google/You 

Tube, Facebook/WhatsApp/Instagram, 

Microsoft/Skype, TikTok/ByteDance this period is a 

data bonanza.  All data we contribute in these first 

100 days will stay for a 100 years. It will allow them 

to do trans generation profiling (from grandchildren 

to grandparents and back). And completely map all 

friendship patterns across the globe. If you don’t 

care, fine. If you do, adapt.  

- And, btw, if you are not concerned about it for your 

own sake, keep it safe for society’s sake. The last 

thing we need right now is a massive spread of a 

computer virus, worm or other malware to take out 

all communication for weeks. 

NB: this was written 3 days before the first warning 

came.   
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Figure 14: the inner clock = the “What is happening?”-clock and the middle clock = the “What to do (when)?” clock. 

 

Options for Action in phase 2. 

Step 2  =  Adapt = initial reaction and initial response to what has happened. It is not yet about building new 

winning routines.  

The change has happened. The change has now been confronted. As what it is. And what it is not. As what is 

known. As what is not known as per today.  Sometimes the substance has not changed but the perspective 

has. E.g. a company making a U-turn towards cost reduction + margin protection instead of the previous 

strategy of market share gains. Sometimes the perspective hasn’t changed but the substance (e.g. your 

accountabilities/your job/your grade) has. Sometimes both have changed. Sometimes neither have changed 

but the people to work/play with (e.g. a sports team) have changed. Sometimes everything has changed.  

Also, after good and honest discussions in the team, people are aware of what they still control. And should 

spend most time on for now. They are aware of what interests them/scares them but that they don’t control.  

I.e. what they should spend some time on but not too much.  

Then here are some approaches to facilitate moving forward. There are 4 that I will detail here. 

 

 “Play the Perspectives” 

 “Find A Feeling” 

 “Bring on Bright Spots” 

 “Bad Days Are Good Data” 

 

© Geri G. Brouwers 
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Illustration 15: To address the change we can use, in STEP 1 = ADDRESS, promoting deep and widespread understanding 

of the essential phases following the hit/impact of unexpected adversity. And we can practice to differentiate between 

what is (still) under our control – and spend more time on that – versus our interests – however interesting – and spend 

less time on that. 

“The Three Clocks” 

© Geri G. Brouwers 
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Illustration 16: To address the change we can use, in STEP 2 = ADAPT, looking into what is happening from different 

angles, seeking to find positive feelings, searching for things outside our regular box of know-how.  Finally, there will be 

setbacks. There always are. But some people use that to create even deeper understanding of what doesn’t work whilst 

others seem to get stuck in the feeling that nothing seems to work.     

 

 

 

 “ Play the Perspectives “ 

I tend to watch politics, or soaps, or movies, from a professional interest point 

of view.  It remains amazing how often conflicts can undermine groups JUST 

because there is no understanding of the fact that the other actors are looking at the SAME subject from a 

totally DIFFERENT perspective.   

“Play the 
Perspectives”  
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This matters already under circumstances of continuity but is critical under circumstances of change. Don’t 

underestimate this. This is not a cosy baby-dragon. This has the potential to be an all devouring monster.  

E.g. an acquisition where there is suspicion about the true intentions of the CEO.  E.g. an FTE 

reduction where there is suspicion about the true perspective of the ‘RIF’ (Reduction-in-force): 

is it just to make the department/country affiliate  more ‘lean’?  Or  is it a pre-tactic to 

dismantling the department, the branch, the affiliate, the factory?  What is the intent here?  

A small/baby(?) dragon for now can be the school closing. Scientists seem to look at it one 

way, people’s representatives another way.  The North (of Belgium – for my foreign friends  

) seemed to look at it one way. The South maybe had other perspectives it wanted to be 

considered.  

We can give hundreds of examples from private life  to professional life, from politics to public society.  But let 

us focus on ‘Playing the Perspectives’ as a positive action option to manage change. 

When the ‘substance’ of something changes – e.g. your job – one’s reflex is to look at the changed substance 

from the same perspective as before.  However, low are the odds that ‘changed substances’  look good from 

‘unchanged perspectives’.  

 

“Low are the odds 

 that ‘changed substance’ looks good 

 from an ‘unchanged perspective.” 
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So it matters enormously for individuals and teams alike to kick around the new ‘matter’  until a perspective is 

found that looks somewhat more attractive.  To all. Are to enough parties/players to move forward. 

When it are strategies, or structures, or customer groups that are subject to heavy change then it matters to 

do this in teams. Keep brainstorming perspectives. Keep exchanging ideas, aspects, feelings about 

perspectives until it looks more attractive. It matters , when working in teams, departments, or larger 

Organisations to come to some joint understanding on a better, joint perspective.  

Unless you are able to see more than just your initial perspective, change will become a matter of  ‘I win or I 

lose’.   

And unless you can understand the other perspectives, - i.e. the perspectives of the others – change will 

become a matter of   ‘I win/You lose versus You win / I lose.’  

 

 See the example of the figures below.  (illustrative)  

How do you think change will happen if half of a management team sees the new change as something 

that could expand in to something more bigger and larger ?  And the other half of the 

management team thinks that now everybody needs to focus single-mindedly on just delivering 

that one key change ?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 18:  expanding perspective:  half of the change task force or MT thinks that this is the beginning of something 

much bigger. 

 

These sentences were written for the first time 5 years ago.  Spectacular that we see exáctly that happening 

today in (Belgian) parliament and USA congress/senate.   Is this reduced coalition annex special powers 

‘TODAY’  

‘TOMORROW

’  
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something that could expand into something bigger? Or is it clearly confined to a point results?  Are sending 

cheques to US citizens to be seen in the light of election intention or is this plain & good economic sense?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 19 :  converging perspective. The other half of the change task force or the MT believes that now is the time 

to do away with all complications and complexities and to focus on one big change goal. 

 

 

 

Examples. 

Introduction of a more flexible way of managing work-life balance: at the end of the change (= ‘horizon’) staff 

will be able to work 4 half days per week ‘remote’. I.e. from home or in the field. In exchange for, at the end 

of the change, a reduction of 30% in office space. Plus, including generalised open-spacing and generalised 

hot desking. .  

“Unless you can understand the other perspective                

     – i.e. the perspectives of others –   

change will become a matter of  

  I win -You lose  or  You win- I  lose. 

Zius – De Summa © 2014 

‘TODAY’  

‘TOMORROW

’  
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Half of the MT (Management Team) thinks this is the start of recruiting a whole next generation of young, 

independent and highly mobile staff (expanding perspective).  

The other half of the MT maintains that the correct perspective is to focus on delivering the key breakthrough, 

i.e. on delivering within the next 18 months a new comprehensive ‘policies & procedures’ document 

acceptable and accepted by all current employees and by the works councils (converging perspective) 

 

Corona-related examples of kicking around perspectives  

 “If we get this right this might shift investments back to local production instead of planetary just-in-time 

(sub-)contractors.” 

 “If we get this right we will build up tremendous expertise to fight off future pandemics.” 

 “The magnitude of the crisis has made politicians of all kinds focus again on what matters most. The 

integrity of their citizens.” 

 “Never before have scientists and science-based companies worked together in such an ‘open-architecture’ 

mind-set.” 

 “At least the food-chain seems to keep working as usual. Maybe there will even be positives for local 

farmers.” 

 “Health care investments have somewhat been the ‘lesser child’ of societal investments lately. This will 

refresh views on the ‘return-on-hospitals and care-places’.  Also, this might turn for the better the 

evolution of many more hospitals working in a networked fashion.” 

 

Most persons I talk to nowadays  talk about themselves or their relatives in term of  “in 2 weeks I  will do 

this…”, “when things get looser in 2 weeks we will do this…”. 

Please play around with ‘adapted’ perspectives. Say or think  “In 4 weeks I will do this…”, “Beginning of May 

we count on doing this….”.  

This is not merely positive psychology. Meaning : if reality doesn’t work out in 2 weeks you will have to ‘hang 

in there’ from one week to the next, always feeling you are at the mercy of unpredictables. (which is a 

violation of your Circle of Control (see blogpost 2).  This will be less if you make up your mind that 

containment will be here to stay for 4 more weeks. 

No, no, it is about much more than that: 2 weeks is just too short to start experimenting with new 

technologies, new behaviours, new ways of collaborating. All the team will end up doing is 

modifying/finetuning previous habits/routines.  Leading to relapses when the external imperatives to comply 

get loosened. When you have made up your minds (in a team) that in any way this might last 4 à 5 more 

weeks this creates room for true experimenting. For true (co-) creation of alternatives.   

“If you put your perspective too short 

 the incentive to invent truly new ways of working 

 evaporates.”  
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 “ Find (back) a + Feeling “ 

Simplified it is so that, after “impact” of the external object (= T0)”,  most 

people will feel a mix of emotions and impulses.  

The trick then is to look into the change in more detail.  To take it to pieces.  And then to search if somewhere 

in the change mix there is not one piece that gives you a little smile. One piece, however small. (Small is very 

much OK for now !!  ) 

Often this is hard to do by oneself.  It is rather by speaking about the change with colleagues, friends, partners 

or a professional coach that one will succeed in finding that little smile or that little ‘thumbs up’.  

Equally, when leading change, it matters tremendously to not let people, their teams, or entire units be 

overwhelmed by the change aspects on which either no further news can be given as yet. Or by the change 

parts that are indeed intrinsically ‘negative’ to many.  Highlighting minor, even small pieces of the change mix 

that can bring a little smile to people is a key step towards exploration and experimentation. (= phase 3). 

Which is why it matters so much.   

All must try to find a few little ‘+feelings’  in the massive change. Even if it relates to only to 5% of the change 

load. 

 

Corona-related examples 

 “I find it a positive feeling that we, at our company, are concentrating on the basics again.” 

 “I find it at positive feeling that, at our organisation, we can now safely put into question certain ways of 

working.(including things that were taboo to ask about before” 

 “I find it a positive feeling that I don’t have 2.5hours of traffic a day.” 

 “I find it a positive feeling that we got rid of some meetings that seemed to go on for ever and ever.  With 

Skype everybody seems to be more concise. This is something we can exploit later when we scale up 

again.” 

 “There never was money at our school to invest significantly in digitally-augmented teaching. This might 

take a turn for the good..” 

 “At least there is now a renewed interest and possibility to take a walk twice a day in between an 8 hours 

working from home day.” 

 

“Let’s fight Corona with its own weapons:  

 positive contamination at work (also) starts with a small idea, a small 

experiment, a good feeling.  Small ‘+feelings’ have the potential to 

spread from 1 index person to a whole population in the seem 6 -9 

months as CORONA does.”  

 

“Find  
a +Feeling”  
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 “ Bring on Bright Spots “ 

When sudden, unknown, disruptive change ‘befalls you’, ‘falls on your head’  

i.e. that happens to your team or unit or Organisation, many will have the 

reflex:  

- “there is nothing that we can do”,  

- “there is nothing that can be done”, 

- “there is no way to turn this positive”. Or even 

-  “it is impossible, it has never been done before”.  

Actually, what people often mean is: “I (myself)  have never pulled off something like this”.  Or, “I (myself)  
don’t know anybody in my closer group who has ever successfully managed this kind of change or this level of 

change.”  

The spontaneous focus is on “We have tried this before and it didn’t work (out)”.   This is the same pitfall as 

‘newer substance looked at from older perspectives’. (previous section). 

In this phase it matters to look at less familiar quadrants. To stay optimist and 

say: “Somewhere out there, someone else has tried something else and 

overcome certain aspects of this change mix.”  I.e. somewhere in this 

(seemingly) desert place, a flower blossoms. Find that flower. Discover a bright 

spot.  

What it takes is to open talks with people outside your common quadrant. To open debates with people 

outside the team’s ‘been there, tried that’ quadrant. Often people outside the situation, and/or outside the 

Organisation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 20:  One of the few ways  to break out of  change paralysis is to search for what other teams have done in 

comparable situations.     

 

“Bring on Bright 

Spots”  
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In the adapt phase speed matters.  The lower right quadrant is the 

most interesting one. Someone out there has an approach that 

works. Copy it.  This is like retreating to the hill and protecting the 

integrity of your people, assets and processes. It buys you time to 

better address and assess the ‘danger’ in the change.  You need to 

do this because the next phase is about going on the offensive. And it 

is  perilous to go on the offensive before you have regrouped your 

resources and secured your bases.   

 

Corona-related examples 

 “I learned of a company that …” 

 “I learned of another organisation that ...” 

 “I learned of a software that …” 

 It seems the post-Corona generation might already be called the ‘Zoom’ generation. Referring to the easy 

to use videoconferencing software. (https://zoom.us/ ) 

 We all know Facetime, WhatsApp,etc.  Who knows MIRO, an on-line whiteboard that teams can use to 

feature contributions from many persons in an on-line fashion. https://miro.com/   

 Reinforce your Wi-Fi at home (install a booster) so that you can also internet on your terrace or in your 

garden. Not to do your office work – that you should do in a dedicated spot – but to do your social surfing. 

(remember blogpost 2: your circle of interest… ). And so that you get some air. 

 Buy a larger screen (or bring home your company large screen) so that your eyes don’t suffer to much 

from your 10 hours a day staring at a screen. (cfr you might be in this more-than-average-use till 

Christmas). A widescreen monitor will cost your company circa 100€ (excl. transport). Without Corona 

you would already have spent this on an lunch meeting with 3 persons… 

 Discuss new meeting routines.  

o Audio calls can have broad participation. E.g. to listen in to info, updates or instructions. Fine. 

o Video meetings can be organised according to the rule of thumb “No Spectators, Only Actors”. 

Meaning only persons who are about to make a contribution or about to take on an extra 

responsibility).   

o This can work better than so many ‘habit’ meetings in the period BC (Before Corona) where both 

groups were mixed all the time. 

 “Oil, petrol and gas bills will be lower for a long time (for private persons as well as factories) …” 

 “Interest rates (on loans) will remain low for a long time … “ 

 “It is a breathing moment for our planet (less NOx, less CO2) …” 

 “Discover holiday taking in your own region/country this summer. It will limit secondary and tertiary 

spreading and is good for local business 

 A Belgian company is developing an automated high-throughput temperature body scanner that could 

become as popular as any scanners before boarding or after landing at (air-)ports. (thereby preventing all 

kinds of health downsides not just pandemics). Possibly even at large schools (say more than a 1000 

pupils). 

 Raising capital for investing in robots for some key roles in fighting pandemics will become easier. Even for 

robots for social interaction in rest homes. Or robots to deliver food and medicines in detention centres. 

https://zoom.us/
https://miro.com/
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 Keeping stock was seen as a burden on WCR (Working Capital Requirements). We might regain some 

balance in how we view companies who keep some stock of a few strategic materials. 

 More automated support for the homeless. In Tokyo business 

people sometimes sleep in ‘capsule hotels’.  Maybe major 

cities can invest in in low cost sleep capsules accessible with a 

QR code handed out to the homeless by the city services.   

 Today ‘Food Banks’ are closed.  By next time we can develop 

food delivery automates that can deliver food to registered 

homeless persons without human intervention.  

 IS (ISIS/DAESH) is advising their ‘associates’ to not travel… 

 Asking people to work longer in Belgium to secure sustainability of pensions proved to be a long and uphill 

battles. In the aftermath of Corona we will have seen in action that senior citizens – providing the correct  

frameworks – can be a ‘bench strength’ that can make a difference in areas where competence shortages 

happen. 

The 2 previous action options are two-of-a kind: “find a- +feeling” and “bring-on-bright-spots”. They matter. 

Why?  Because they act upon the lower bend of the curve, the ‘trough side’.  

 

 

Illustration 21:  teams often get stuck at the bottom of the curve (i.e. the ‘through’) . They oscillate between 

experimentation and anger, or between exploration and (passive) resistance. It often takes a ‘spark’  to turn the bend for 

good. 

 

In any case many of us will swing forward and backward between anger/resistance/losing morale and 

exploration/experimentation/enthusiasm.  That is normal. To move more definitely to the explorative zone, it 

takes something positive, some evidence of hope, signals of something opening up.  This is precisely what 

these two approaches do. 

 

Denial / 

disbelief 

Re-engaging 

Commiting 

Exploration/ 

Experimentation 

Anger or 

Resistance 

© Geri G. Brouwers 
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Eye Opener 

Finding/copying bright spots are often change specific.  So in ‘Corona’ it will be different 

from other crisis periods. 

Remember, during the disruptive change in Europe due to subsequent terror attacks people rather had the 

reflex to withdraw, hide, stay at home or stay away from crowds and public gathering.  The action then was to 

find small actions/initiatives to help persons return to ‘normal’ ways of socializing.  

Now the change challenge is the opposite. What small doable things can help us stay away from loneliness 

and withdrawal whilst still maintaining social cohesion and industrial productivity without using 

contamination-prone behaviours.  

 

 

 

 “ Bad Days are Good Data “  

After finally  ... 

- Having addressed what is changing and what is not 

- Having understood that all individuals ànd the team-as-a-whole as well will go through the transit 

curve at their own speed 

- Having agreed that it is easier and better to focus more on what you do control and less on what is 

interesting yet speculative 

- Having played the perspectives game and found out what the perspectives are of the others involved 

- Having found a little nugget of optimism, a bright spot ... 

- And even having discovered another person who has experience with this kind of change mix.... 

... you must have started thinking that you are beyond the initial doldrums and initial storms.  That you are 

ready to move on. Alas, beware. Whether for yourself or for your team,  more and more good days will come, 

yes, but also bad days will still come.  

For CORONA, this can be in the form of a household contamination although you did so well in applying all 

measures. It can be your children not connecting to certain video lessons. We have already seen the bad days 

examples of ‘lockdown parties’ setting our desired ‘curve’ back towards a more Italian-like curve. We have 

seen bad days examples with roadblock at country borders thereby limiting critical supplies. We have seen 

bad days examples with contractors not delivering promised mouth masks. Etc etc.  

Bad days are not bad days just because they are bad days. They are bad days because they tend to throw you 

back to the bottom of the curve.  Sometimes even all the ways back to Denial or Disbelief.   

For the second time the Dragons will come out and try to set fire on your team’s pains and 

gains. The change dragons will try to blow backwards your unit/organisation/community’s 

newly found drive to turn-around the situation and win this change.  

(I will comment in more details on Change dragons coming out after blogmail 5)  

 

“Bad Days Are 
Good Data”  
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However it needs not be that way.  Yes, for sure the initial bad days will throw you, or your team, or your unit 

back. As would new ‘bad’ events in civil society.  There is a great publication on this (ref #5) by Kerry Patterson 

and Joseph Grenny et al. They have worked with drug addiction and other extreme change and have 

developed a positive view on this:  

“Bad Days  Are Good Data”  (the quote is from them ! ) Their advice is to thoroughly investigate these 

‘bad days’.  (examples below regard mostly personal change or team change)  

- “Who was there when the day turned from normal to bad? 

- “Who was around just before it happened?  

- “What were you doing?  

- “What ‘things’ seem to be around when normal turned to bad?  

- “In what room were you? In what place was the team?  

- “What is it in the situation that always seem to be present when normal turns to ‘not good’ ?  

This ‘investigational value’ is also well known in sports. Just before the team lost the ball leading to a 

counterstrike and a goal by the opponent: what happened just before that?  

- a distraction?  

- a joyful moment?  

- a wrong positioning on the field?  

- a dispute with the referee?  

- going into extra time and losing focus ?  

- other ...  

 

I have learned to accept that it are the small, minor, progressive successes that help you progress beyond the 

change impact moment in the first place. Yet it is the deep understanding of the ‘bad days data’ that 

prevent relapses!  And that make the change sustainable.  

Example: 

- In a previous situation (e.g. the business was growing and most months the unit was ahead of budget)   

a boss and a marketing&sales manager used to take decisions quite informally. Often after a chat of 

10’, and just between the two of them. In good faith.  

- Now, after a reorganisation into a marketing head and a sales head, and with the 5th consecutive 

month behind budget, the sales head is struggling to get the boss to agree to anything in a 15’ 

conversation.  He has no clue. Sometimes it seems to pass, as in the old days, and sometimes it 

doesn’t.   

- He has however noticed that when the Finance Director is present in the conversations things seem 

to be much more complicated. He is not sure if this is bad luck, bad timing, or just ‘bad days’.  

- Something else seems also true: when the conversation is in the presence of the new marketing 

manager, even when it is about a pure sales investment and even when it is in the evening over a 

pizza+beer meal, the boss seems to go along quite smoothly.   

- The ‘what’ seems OK. It is not that his investment proposals are considered stupid or inappropriate. It 

just seems that they ‘somehow’ don’t seem to fly as easy / as often as before the change.   

- What can the sales head learn from these ‘bad days’ ? What ‘good data’ might be in here?    
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“Professor Failure if a better teacher than Professor Success, 

 if you are willing to take his classes.” 

 

CORONA-related examples. 

- What can we learn about the ‘BAD DAYS/GOOD DATA’ events of people buying large quantities of 

foods despite being advised otherwise?  

o What happened just before?  What was first communicated? The closure of the shops or the 

abundance of the supplies?  Maybe that France was going in full lock-down (which would be 

widely covered on French speaking television in the French speaking part of Belgium; whereas 

at that point the Netherlands were still abstaining from highly limiting regulation)?  What 

happened just áfter? Were some big retailers offering 2+2 can of beers?  

o This already happened twice : after our Friday the 13th moment and after our Thursday 19th 

moment . What can we learn from that for preparing communication and logistics in case we 

have to go for ‘a third key moment’ e.g.  a full lock-down for say 7 days?  

- What can we learn about the ‘BAD DAYS/GOOD DATA’ events in week 3 of trains having only 4 people 

per wagon and trams after 8pm having only 1 person in the tram?  

o How did we communicate instructions?  

o How did we all interpret instructions?  

o How would we do this if, say in 4 weeks, we want to loosen up some public transport 

measures?  

- A friend in my network told me yesterday that he got 700 mails in one day. Yes, 700 !! 

- In regular times we would curse the mail system. Or our colleagues. In good change practice we 

wonder “how did this happen?” 

o Did we send out a mail ourselves to many-more-people-than-we-would-usually-do  the days 

before?  

o Did we (unconsciously) cultivate a FOMO culture. (meaning that everybody has to be aware of 

everything on Corona at all times)?  

o What precisely happened áfter the ‘700 mail’-day?  Did I react impulsively? Did I withdraw 

(not answering any?) Or did I reflect – solo or with some other key players – on how to turn a 

BAD DAY into GOOD DATA?  
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The frontier between  ADAPT (phase 2) and ADOPT  (phase 3) is often the understanding between the what 

and the how.  Indeed, often the team knows “this is what we want to do different to match the modified 

context”. 

Yet also often, the how does not seems to work.  If the team is certain of the what, then it helps to look at 

the data. NOT of the approach itself, but of how things are just before, just during , or just áfter the new 

what. The surroundings. 

 

This more or less closes the “Step 2” action options. Not that these ‘steps’ are always ‘fixed’ to the phases.. 

Just as people and teams can go forward and backward through the curve, equally so tools and techniques 

can be used at different times. Additionally, as observed before,  in a team different team members will be at 

different points in the adapt-adopt curve.  So it can be good to allow different people to use different 

approaches. As long as at some point the team rallies around what will be the new adopted routines.  

 

 

 

In the next blog we will go into details regarding phase 3: the EXPLORATION:EXPERIMENTATION phase that 

we tackle by ADOPT measures.. 

And please remember, we are in this together, all citizens of all towns, this country and all countries. So all 

your questions are remarks are most welcome.  
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Enjoy reflecting. Enjoy contributing. Geri.  

Geri G. Brouwers  

bro@meta-meta-be | 0032-476-43.30.31 
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For other text on Leadship, Teamship, Change and Trust,  please consult  

 The publication website www.zius.net 

 My LinkedIn page containing several more brief yet illustrated blogposts https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-

brouwers-meta-zius/  
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